
OPERATIONS IMPROVEMENT PLAN

Name. Date. Background. Why is this important? How can you get the reader to care about this situation and be
motivated to participate in improving it?.

This change is of great urgency because there is a cost associated with not producing while the defect is being
escalated or resolved and an even greater cost is associated with producing defective material. Root Cause
Analysis Go to the work site and study the problem first hand. Regardless of the reasons, we need to
understand the lineage of the process to avoid past mistakes. Edwards Deming who published it in the Fifties,
it encapsulates a simple process, which one would think of as common sense. Through the lens of
People-Process-Technology, contrasted against a well-proven To-Be management system, the gaps soon
became obvious. For cost-reduction changes, a good cost deployment is essential. Use a simple problem
analysis tool e. Among the various characteristics of this system that made it a success were concepts such as
just in time production, real time defect monitoring and correction, waste reduction, and other process
knowledge that offered Toyota a sustainable competitive advantage. Increase production volume and decrease
cost per unit by improving short term planning and execution capability. Much of this work was completed
during a period of declining gold prices and a relentlessly strong Australian dollar, making it difficult to justify
spending money on improvement projects. Will this process change add value or eliminate value-destroyers
for the customer? What is the root cause s of the problem? Noted in February , as the 13th-largest company in
the world by revenue. Following are eight steps that, if followed, allow us to properly change a process with
discipline while still embracing the insights and excitement of our rank-and-file operators. The Strategic
Employee Survey [White paper]. Only months later in February , the NHTSA revealed that it had received
claims citing another life threatening defect in the break system for the Toyota Prius. Step 4: Prototype and
Prove the Concept Validate the estimates and ensure that there are no major implementation issues that can
affect the roadmap. Toyota: The accelerator crisis. We then outline the opportunity to you, together with the
expected benefits, so you can make an informed decision. Referred to as the oil-sludge crisis, roughly 3. The
measurement is to be accomplished by submitting a quarterly survey to all employees, companywide.
Customer Remote Access In the customer remote access order process, the customer submits a Web request
for a token. In part A of the paper the paper addresses the issues that began with sticky gas pedals, floor mats,
and pedal entrapment and braking issues on some models of Toyotas vehicles. As Figure 2 details, this change
must be initiated with management strategy and extend throughout the organization in the form of training,
Figure 2 standard work, and culture. They are a centralized company and Japan only made the decisions. The
suggested report ensures that these activities are taking place. In addition Toyota is a global marketing
organization. Step 2: Assess To be in control of the IT Operations, identify the current state of the processes,
technologies and expertise of your team. While employees should not unilaterally make decisions about
processes that are wasteful, they do have to opportunity to seek cost improvement though submitting ideas for
process changes. Herein lies your opportunity. These priorities incorporated production realities and longer
term imperatives of the Balanced Business Plan. A daily focus on the backlog of drill core processing reduced
the backlog from m to 0, thereby eliminating that particular production constraint. Solution Preview
Introduction The world is constantly changing. This was the kind of project that drew on all of our diagnostic
skills, requiring physical observations, statistical analysis as well as systems and process reviews. A
competitor in the motor vehicle industry. It further resulted in financial losses and the degradation of Toyota's
reputation as its customers now second guess the quality and reliability of the company's products. Quality
improvement must begin from the inside out with a corporate culture in which quality and safety are the
primary values.


